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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventy-Second Day: Thursday, March 8, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 715*-203-140-106—28%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #4 Nauset Beach (5th race)—4-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #2 Love for Ovie (3rd race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)TAKE A STROLL: Won back-to-back turf sprints; logical step upward  
(#7)CASHLESS SOCIETY: Improved since turning back; third in last three 
(#2)DANESSA AGAIN: No excuse in last; 2-pronged drop biggest attraction 
(#4)LINDA NIN: Route-to-sprint angle is appealing; no world-beaters here 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)BATTLE TALE: Improving for Navarro; placed in 4-of-5 at Gulfstream  
(#7)AMALUNA: Closer figures to get some early pace to set up late kick 
(#4)MOONSHINE PROMISE: Exits a pair of tough heats; comes in fresh 
(#1)MISS CONTESSA: Game on the rise from the one-hole in last outing 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-4-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)LOVE FOR OVIE: :22 1/5 early lick on turf + sharp blowout = wire job 
(#3)TIZATUDE: Half to Paynter from family of Tiznow; cost over $1 million 
(#4)WARM SUMMER WIND: Improved on dirt w/ Lasix; sharp move 2-22 
(#1)FONTANAZZA: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint play; Castellano stays put 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)OCTOPYTHIUS: Aired when stretching out; hooks soft crew in this spot 
(#5)K K’S REVOLVER: Stretches out, sets pace; confidence-builder in last 
(#3)OVERCRITICIZED: Like the turf-to-dirt move; blinks “off”, on the drop 
(#7)MCMANAMAN: One-paced second when last seen on this class level 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-3-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)NAUSET BEACH: Drops; alone on easy lead with scratch of Al Khor 
(#1)HANGRY: Has been right there in 2 of last 3; fires in the stretch drive 
(#5)MCFLY: Improved on the drop in last; barn hits at a 25% clip off claim 
(#3)ACES FOR JOHN: Back to the conditioned claiming ranks; 1 for last 19 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-5-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)JULIA’S PRIDE: Double-dip drop is on the money; blinkers “off” noted  
(#1)LEDECKY: License to improve in third off the shelf; ground-saving trip 
(#8)SAFARI KITTEN: Descends for Maker; tighter in second start off shelf 
(#6)UNTRUTHFUL SONNET: Rank as the beaten fave in last; 0-for-7 on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-8-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#1)DRINKS ON ME: Sports sharp form off claim—exits stakes company  
(#4)FOUR K’S: Beat the top choice on the square last time; is improving 
(#8)NIKKI’S CAUSE: Brutal trip last time; won last two in starter ranks 
(#5)MISS SOPHIA’S STAR: “Cat hopped” in turf debut; tries winners here 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-8-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#8)POWERLINE: Bug boy carves out the splits; gets a 10-lb. weight break  
(#4)SALUTATION: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; at best on “fast” strip 
(#5)EL CICLON: Closer needs early pace help; won last 2 8.5F starts on dirt 
(#9)RECALIBRATING: Has zero early lick; best effort yields a minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-5-9 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)SANTIAGUERO: Toss last on grass; graduated for fun for a dime 2 back  
(#8)MR. SULTANA: Sports good form for Vitali; logical spot facing winners 
(#1)BLINDING: Joseph Barn hits at a 33% clip off claim—slight drop suits 
(#6)MORENO MOJO: 4YO slides in for $10,000; liking the turf-to-dirt play 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-1-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)TIPSY KITTEN: Chestnut has sharp form for Fawkes; holds all the aces 
(#4)LITTLE NICK V.: 1st start in nearly 16 months; start away from best? 
(#5)SEUSS: 6YO will appreciate the extra sixteenth; exits stakes company 
(#2)CONVIVIAL: Needs a sharp start, blinkers “on” today; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-5-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#12)VISIONS OF YOU: Just missed despite tough trip in last for $20K tag  
(#1)WAHOOWAH: Double-dip drop is on point; third start off the sidelines 
(#5)JOY WALTZ: Plummets in class for new barn; cutback to 5F appealing 
(#6)DOMENIC: Troubled trip in last 4; Zayas back for return engagement 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-1-5-6 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


